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Project Management 

Automatic time sheets   

Software Metering and 
Analysis 

Business Intelligence 

 

You are outsourcing or getting projects on a time 

and material basis and billing and accounting 

becomes a challenge. 

You find yourself struggling to decide which 

software are being used and how much. 

You find project management challenges with 

manual time sheets. 

You want Business Intelligence to improve 

productivity 

Read on when 

see beyond technologies 
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 Identify total time used by 

various applications 

 Activity based reporting for 

visible mode of tracking 

 Analyze total time spent on 

specific computers/projects 

 Optimize license utilization 

and re-deploy if required. 

 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT Enterprise IT Asset Management  

Companies today face the challenge on assimilating information on 

the time spent by their employees on various activities.   Time 

sheets manually entered by employees could be  misleading  in 

identifying the actual productivity details, which decide the revenue 

stream and improve the ethical business conduct. 

STREAM is a toolset that automates the process of automatically 

capturing the actual effort spent on various activities either using a 

open or stealth mode to help organizations derive dashboard data 

that can help in  

 Improving productivity,  

 Analyze software utilization,  

 Increase revenue stream,  

 Optimize utilization of assets  

With an easy deployment of an add on tool to the infraSECURE tool-

set from see beyond technologies , organizations can stand to gain 

their revenue stream and improve overall productivity.  What is 

more is that you become a favorite for your customer who is rest 

assured of their productivity concerns addressed using a proven 

mechanism. 

 Measure Project based time 

sheets automatically 

 Track in visible and stealth 

mode 

 Centralized Policy based  

 Measure for  all or  specific 

applications 

SOFTWARE METERING 

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT ON PEOPLE AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
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AUTOMATED TIME SHEETS 

 Accurate Project data                

accounting, completely             

automated. 

 No need to fill time sheets, 

they are automated to help 

make timeline decisions. 

 Track utilization of time,          

resources, classified based on 

activities. 

 Supports multiple projects. 

 Measure productivity based 

on applications being used for 

project execution. 

 

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS 

 Mobile framework based 

Dashboard 

 Over  25+  Reports  to 

analyze productivity, user 

wise,  activity   wise  or   

project wise. 

 Reports to help in project 

accounting 

 Software Metering reports 

to optimize usage. 

SAVE FROM THE DAY ONE 

You can save dollars by using the capabilities of STREAM.    Protect 

Existing Investment in Software Assets using License Metering.  

Analytical reporting helps in project tracking and project manage-

ment from the day one. 
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 Mobility Dashboard to help in reporting on the critical business intelligence for 

managing projects and timelines. 

 Add value to Organization objectives of Increased profitability, more happier 

Customers and increased business 

 Steer your future project estimations to more accurate projections and Reward 

yourself with recognition and garner customer confidence. 

 In built Workflow Solution for automatic reporting. 

 Role Based privileges for adoption in larger environments. 
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